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ABSTRACT

It is now fashionable to assess what sort of positive and negative impact that a

particular land-based project will have on its associated physical environment. This

is to ensure that the development does not proceed at the expense of the

environment-associated with the project.

In this study, the National Electrical Power Authority of Nigeria (NEPA), planning

for an extension from one of its substations of a High Voltage Transmission line

(HVTL) which would cover a distance of 250 km, is obliged to carry out an impact

assessment of the proposed project.

The need arose for a cartographic description of the socio-cultural and

infrastructural features which are likely to be affected by the HVTL route. These

features were enumerated to include buildings, farms, water bodies, wild' life

archaeological in interests, etc. The survey for the impact assessment was to confirm

a proposed corridor or to recommend an alternative and to show reasons for the

recommendations.

A short period was allowed for the study, which therefore required that a quicker

means be considered to include the possibilities of using the satellite imagery.

RECTAS was requested to demonstrate the possibilities. This paper provides a

summary of the work that was done and some examples of the results that were

obtained.

For the work, five SPOT scenes were acquired and utilized. Fourty-one subscenes,

each of 10 x 10 km, were extracted to cover the proposed corridors. These scenes

were objectively enhanced for visual extraction of the landcover types considered to

be relevant for the impact assessment exercise.
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RESUME

II est actuellement d'usage d'evaluer quel type d'impact positif et negatif un projet

d'utilisation du sol donne aura sur l'environnement physique qui y est associe. Ceci a

pour but d'assurer que ce projet ne se fera pas au detriment de renvironnement qui

est associe au projet.

Dans la presente 6tude, la Compagnie Nationale d'EIectricite du Nigeria (NEPA),

envisageant Fextension d'une ligne de haute tension a partir de Tune de ses

principales sous-stations, qui couvrirait une distance de 250 km, se voit obligee de

realiser une etude d'impact du projet propose.

Le besoin d'une description cartographique des caract^ristiques socio-culturelles et

des infrastructures susceptibles d'etre affectees par la ligne de haute tension s'est

fait sentir. Ces caracteristiques incluent les b&timents, les exploitations agricoles, les

cours d'eau, la faune et la flore, les objets arche'ologiques interessants, etc. L'e"tude

pour revaluation d'impact devait confirmer le trace du couloir propose ou proposer

une alternative, et justifier les recommandations faites.

Une courte periode e*tait accordee pour la realisation de cette etude, ce qui

n£cessitait l'emploi de moyens rapides, y compris les images satellitaires. II a ete

demandd au RECTAS de d6montrer quelles etaient les possibilites. Cet article

presente un resume du travail realise et quelques exemples des resultats obtenus.

Pour ce travail, cinq scenes SPOT ont 6te acquises et utilisees. Quarante-et-une

sous-scenes ont ete ameliorees en vue de l'extraction des types de couverture du sol

consideres en rapport avec 1'operation devaluation d'impact.
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BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT

The National Electric PowerAuthority (NEPA) of Nigeria has planned a construction

of a 330 KV transmission line from one of its major sub-stations, ENUGU, for over

250 km to MAKURDI, and a 132KV line from MAKURDI to YANDEV. The

Authority was negotiating for an external fund for the execution of the project. As

part of the conditions for the fund, NEPA was to carry out an Environmental Impact

Assessment (EIA) of the High Voltage Transmission Line (HVTL) on its corridors.

Although NEPA had a proposed line route, which had been chosen based on some

engineering and other considerations, it would expect from the El survey

identification of alternative routes if possible.

The routes to be proposed were to run generally parallel to the existing highways,

railways, pipelines, etc., but also ensuring that the HVTL keeps to the Statutory

Wayleave Clearance allowed for each utility's facilities.

THE TERMS OFREFERENCE

The El Survey was to propose and establish a corridor 500m wide for the impact

assessment. A base line corridor characterization was required for the EIA. The

corridor's environmental characterization was to include:

- Description of current land use, topography and vegetation;

- Location of all existing buildings and residences and description of socio-

economic conditions of the population residing within the proposed

corridors;

- Location of all wetlands, surface water, flood plains, swamps and

marshes which would be crossed by the proposed power lines;



- Description of wild and domestic animal movements that would be

affected by the construction of the power line;

- Description and location of all national, state or locally protected areas;

- Identification of all areas which would be prone to erosion during

construction;

- Identification of all sites of archeological or cultural heritage which occur

within the corridor;

- Consultation of the local residents to ascertain their perception in relation

to installation of HVTL in their neighbourhood.

In keeping with the time-table for the negotiation of the external loan, NEPA was to

make the EIA survey report ready to the funding agencies within a short period of

five months.

RECOGNITION OF THE RELEVANCE OFREMOTE SENSINGAPPLICATION

Because of the shortness of the time allowed for the El survey, satellite data was

expected theoretically to be the ideal primary data. This was particularly so since for

its total length of 250 km the corridor was not fully covered with easily accessible

topographical maps of suitable scale for the relevant description of its physical and

human geography. Added to this handicap was the fact that existing highways were

built later than the topographical maps. Although for its additional importance

aerial photographs of scales between 10,000 and 15,000 could have been the ideal,

the shortness of the period for the survey could not have permitted aerial

photographic mission and systematic use of them for the land use survey.

SELECTION OF SPOTDATA FOR THE PROJECT

SPOT Multispectral data with its 20m resolution was considered a convenient

medium for the characterization. Five SPOT scenes were estimated to contain the

entire 250km distance.

Of the available SPOT data, the scenes with the best image qualities which were

selected for the job were the following:

K 075 J 335 imaged 24/12/86

K 075 J 336 imaged 15/02/90

K 076 J 336 imaged 15/02/90



K 076 J 335 imaged 15/02/90

K077 J335 imaged 19/12/86

They were all dry season scenes.

THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE CORRIDORS

For its greater part the corridor would span over Guinea Savannah environment,

the southern part bordering on the Rain Forest belt. For the most part the

vegetation consists of tall grass and other tall herbaceous growth, which form a

continuous cover over large areas. There are in places well established woodlands of

trees up to 15m in height. These trees include the shea butter, dry zone mahogany

and tamarind. Gallery forests are characteristic features of valleys. Where the soils

are favoured with moisture, oil palm trees are significant, indicating more of

degraded rain forest conditions or a transition zone from the rainforest to the

Guinea Savanna.

A common feature is the bush fires which sweep across vast areas towards the close

of the dry season. Rural houses are predominantly the huts with a good number of

them roofed with thatch. Traditional farming is widespread, close to settlements,

however there are mixed tree and arable culture by the peasants.

The highways built relatively recently avoided as many of the old settlements as

possible, but their accessibility has attracted new growing ones.

SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE OF THEENVIRONMENT

A number of landscape elements are reflected differentially in the three channels of

the SPOT multispectral data. Representative samples of them (Table 1) formed the

basis of the initial interpretation of the colour composite.

AUTOMATIC PSEUDO-CLASSIFIED IMAGE FOR FINAL PRESENTATION

Not all the five SPOT scenes selected from the catalogue were taken at the same

date. The date differences rendered some problems of image quality and image

colour differences because of different degrees of dryness/wetness of the ground.

This was also compounded by differences in atmospheric haze caused partly by the



Harmattan winds or smoke discharge from the bush fires. To solve this problem so

that all the scenes may have uniform tone, there was the need for colour restitution.

The process taken was that of band ratioing:

XS3-XS1 , . J u U1
= result assigned to the blue plane;

XS3 + XS1

XS3 - XS2

XS3-XS1

XS2 - XS1

XS2 + XS1

= result corresponding to the vegetation index

= result assigned to the red plane.

The result obtained was not a classification and it did not solve all the problems of

digital analysis relevant for all the themes. It however made it possible to perceive

the main landscape units, and this was very helpful for the visual classification of the

landcover types for all the sub-scenes extracted from the different scenes of the

different dates and geographic locations.



TABLE 1

SPECTRAL

FEATURES

OBJECT

TYPE

Veeetation:

Dense,

herbaceous

Dense,

woody

Perennial

plantation

Hygrophyle

Rain croDS

Irrigated

Burnt up

areas

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VARIOUS LAND SURFACE

' THATOCCITR IN THE CORRIDOR SCENES

CONDITION

Active

Dry
j

Active

Active

Active

Mature

After harvest

Initial stage

(very wet)

Active

Mature

Recently

burnt

Burnt long

time ago.

NATURAL

COLOUR

Green

Light yellow

Green to dark

^reen

Yellowish

Green to light

green

Light green to

green

Yellow to

brownish yellow

Reddish ochre

to whitish

yellow

Greenish gray

Green to light

green

Yellow

Black to very

dark grey

Dark brown

IRC/CC

vlagenta to

reddish gray

brownish red

to yellow

vlagenta to

brownish red

Light Cyan to

whitish yellow

Red to pink

Red to

magenta

Yellow to

white

Light cyan to

white

Blue to light

cyan

Bright red to

pink

Brownish

orange to

yellow

Black to very

dark cyan

Cyan to dark

green

PIR

Light gray

o white

Gray to

light gray

Light gray

to very light

gray-

Gray

Blanc a gris

clair

Light to

very light

gray

Light gray

to grayGris

clair a gris

Blanc a gris

Dark grey

to black

Very light

gray to

whitish gray

Black

Blackish

gray

OBSERVATIONS

Grassland and

lerbaceous

savanna

Dense forest

Forest galleryiere

Dense savanna

(Dy season)

Swamp

Deep rain season.

Variable response

according to soil

bare soil response

Irrigation basin

saturated bare soil

Sugar cane, rice

plantations, often

heterogenous

-

Different aspects

according to

environment

Coulour: natural colour; IRC.CC: infra-red colour/coloured composition - NIR - Near Infra-red.



EXTRACTION OF THE SUBSCENES OF THE CORRIDOR

Using the scanning functions of the Multiscope software utilized for the work,

subscenes containing the existing highways were extracted systematically. For each

subscene two imageries were processed. The colour composite and the pseudo-

classification imagery. The working imagery was the ordinary colour composite since

its spectral colours are widely understood by those familiar with the ordinary colour

composite. The interpretation derived from the ordinary colour composite fitted

very well the pseudo-classification image. The latter therefore served as the final

imageries presented to the client.

The total number of subscenes systematically extracted to cover the corridor were

forty-one (Annex 1). Each subscene was of 10km x 10km, printed on A4 format.

Each served as a segment.

THE LANDCOVER/LANDUSE INTERPRETATION

The objective of the interpretation was to have a functional classification that will

satisfy the terms of reference generally by providing the basic information for the

multi-disciplinary team of the EIA to use. The legend proposed finally after series of

trials, was as in Table 2. The legend was common to all the subscenes.

The interpretation was limited in each of the subscenes to the immediate zone along

the highway. Across the highway the width of this zone was arbitrarily limited to 4

km. It was broad enough to contain the line of the best fit when the right of way

could be finally decided. It served therefore as the neighbourhood of direct and

indirect sensitivity to the HVTL.

The ultimate cartographic work was such that each A4 segment jointed the one

before and after exactly, without overlap. They were however numbered serially to

correspond with the sheet-lay-out map.

There were altogether 41 separate subscene maps at 1:50,000 scale corresponding

with the existing 1:50,000 topographic maps.



TABLE 2: COMMON LEGEND FOR THE LAND COVER TYPES

AND CLASSES

s

SB

BS

MS

SMB

M

FM

FMB

B

D

BU

E

W

V

Mainly built-up compact or open.

Dispersed settlements and surrounding country of woodland/shrub with

scattered farm plots, iron-stone pans.

Predominantly short bush, with scattered farm plots and open bare spaces.

Mixture of economic trees, shrubby thickets and small settlements.

Complex combination of cultivated areas, bare soils/burnt-up areas, with

some rural dispersed settlements.

Predominantly forest/bush; with scattered traditional farm plots,

combination of tree crops and annual crops, farm huts.

Mainly forest or bush cover, with tree/arable crop underneath.

Complex combination of bush, cultivated areas, burnt-up areas or bare

spaces.

Mainly bare soils, burnt-up surfaces, eroded or marginally cultivated

gravelly soils/porous soils under grazing or very marginal cultivation.

Very shallow depression/flat surface, under dense tree/shrub cover.

Built-up for some kind of industrial use.

Eroded steep slopes in Enugu landscape.

Water body.

Valley gallery forest/shrub.



FINAL PRESENTATION:

Remote Sensing techniques include that of information integration. In order to

make the final presentation useful to the EIA team, each of the subscene imagery

and the interpretation map was accompanied (where available) with an extract from

the existing topographic map. This extract represented the topography and other

features: tracks, isolated buildings, etc., that were not very clearly defined in the

SPOT image. The map of the classified land cover types were put on transparent

plastics which when superimposed on the pseudo-classification image matched very

well for easy identification of the cover types classified.

THE OUTPUTS IN RELATION TO THE OVERALL TERMS OF REFERENCE

OF THE SURVEY:

The client no doubt epxected from the total EIA survey a package that would

include the information base for computation of cost of indemnity for all the

cultural, infrastructural and economic features that would be affected by the 500m

corridor. The Remote Sensing Survey on the other hand provided a generalized

information at 1/50,000 to show globally the spatial distribution of land use. The

mapping units could be used as indicators of cultural, infrastructural and economic

development. It was, as per its limitation of the 20m resolution, a reconnaissance

level information. Nevertheless, the results could serve as guide to avoid those

socio-cultural and infrastructural zones, destruction of which would be very

expensive. Given the shortness of the time within which the information was made

available to the multi-disciplinary team, the Remote Sensing part was considered by

the client to be "highly successful, timely, and opportune", as the results served as an

important presentation at donors' inaugural meeting in connection with the funding

oftheHVTL.

COSTSANDBENEFITS OF THE REMOTE SENSING CONTRIBUTION

It is pertinent to note that the Remote Sensing contribution came as a back-up.

Before its relevance was noticed, the contractor had already engaged a body of

expert in field investigation to collect information on a wide range of parameters:

archaeology, vegetation, soils, hydrology, socio-economics, agriculture. It became

obvious that the traditional surveys, without Remote Sensing, could not have given

much cartographic results required for the first round of negotiation for the project

funding. The five SPOT XS scenes were acquired for a total of 70,OOOFF, including

handling charges. The Centre put a nominal charge of 8,400 US dollars on the

10



machine, human input, materials and overhead. The total was just above 22,000 US

dollars, which for the 250 km worked out to be about 80 US$ per km. This low rate

is partly explained by a high discount given to the client for campaign purposes.

Viewed against the back-drop of payments of consultancy fees for the field

information that the consultants were supposed to have supplied, the contribution

from the RS techniques was relatively very cheap, and not only that, it came to

salvage the project from apparent collapse when it was realized that the ground

information generated by the initial experts was grossly insufficient in terms of

spatial coverage. The totality of the landscape presented in the imagery overrode

the significance of planned sampled field survey of the traditional type for which a

large body of field data collectors were required. The contractor couldn't have

achieved total spatial coverage in good time and with good economy of resources.

Time alone could have jeopardized the project since the report was required

without delay to commence the negotiation for the loan needed for execution of the

HVTL project.

SPECIFIC COSTS OF THE RS INPUTS

The benefits were enormous:

(i) The information was made available in a very short time relative to what could

have been a long period for a traditional survey;

(ii) The imageries supplied together with the interpretation provided a complete

view of the entire length of the corridor

(iii) Considering that for a given 60 x 60 km SPOT scene it was only a narrow 10 x

10 km strip extracted for the presentation (the rest being not relevant) the

imagery at first glance is costly. However, the use of them for other

environmental studies is possible and will eventually imply spreading the initial

cost over other uses,

(iv) The fact that without the EIA survey, NEPA would not qualify for the loan

being negotiated for the HVTL project, showed the relative importance of the RS

contribution,

(v) The rate per km being $88.00 is a reasonably low one and reflects on RECTAS's

non-commercial motive behind the project.
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ANNEX 1:

GENERAL LOCATION MAP AND ASSEMBLAGE MAP OF SUBS-SCENES

CARTEDE LOCALISATION GENERALE ET CARTE^ASSEMBLAGES
DES SOUS-SCENES
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ANNEX 2:

BLACK AND WHITE): SUBSCENE 5
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ANNEX 2:

COLOUR COMPOSITE (PHOTOCOPY BLACK AND WHITE): SUBSCENE 37

COMPOSITION COLOREE (PHOTOCOPIE NOIR ETBLANC): SOUS-SCENE 37
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FSEUDO-CiASSIFICATiON - SUBSCENE 37
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ANNEX 5:

LAND COVER INTERPRETATION OF THE CORRIDOR SEGMENT

INTERPRETATIONDE LA COUVERTUREDUSOL DUSEGMENTDU COULOIR

Okpatu Ukehe Segment. Sub Scene 5



NEPA PROPOSED HVTL CORRIDOR ENUGU -MAKURDI - YANDEV .

Sub-sc«na 37

ORWUATSAGA-TSE TSUWE SEGMENT

( NNPC DEPOT)

Proposed HVTL Route

2 3 Kilometres

ANNEX 5:

LAND COVER INTERPRETATION OF THE CORRIDOR SEGMENT

INTERPRETATIONDE LA COUVERTUREDUSOLDUSEGMENTDU COULOIR



ANNEX 6: COMMON LEGEND FOR THE LAND COVER TYPES

AND CLASSES

s

SB

BS

MS

SMB

M

FM

FMB

B

D

BU

E

W

V

Mainly built-up compact or open.

Dispersed settlements and surrounding country of woodland/shrub with

scattered farm plots, iron-stone pans.

Predominantly short bush, with scattered farm plots and open bare spaces.

Mixture of economic trees, shrubby thickets and small settlements.

Complex combination of cultivated areas, bare soils/burnt-up areas, with

some rural dispersed settlements.

Predominantly forest/bush; with scattered traditional farm plots,

combination of tree crops and annual crops, farm huts.

Mainly forest or bush cover, with tree/arable crop underneath.

Complex combination of bush, cultivated areas, burnt-up areas or bare

spaces.

Mainly bare soils, burnt-up surfaces, eroded or marginally cultivated

gravelly soils/porous soils under grazing or very marginal cultivation.

Very shallow depression/flat surface, under dense tree/shrub cover.

Built-up for some kind of industrial use.

Eroded steep slopes in Enugu landscape.

Water body.

Valley gallery forest/shrub.



ANNEX 7:

TOPOGRAPHIC INFORMATION OVER THE CORRIDOR (FROM 1:50,000
MAP):SUBSCENE5.

INFORMATIONS TOPOGRAPHIQUES SUR LE COULOIR DU TRACE
(CARTEAU 1:50.000); SOUS-SCENE 5



ANNEX 7:

TOPOGRAPHIC INFORMATION OVER THE CORRIDOR (FROM 1:50,000

MAP): SUBSCENE 7.

INFORMATIONS TOPOGRAPHIQUES SUR LE COULOIR DU TRACE

(CARTEAU1:50.000); SOUS-SCENE 7




